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1. Butler, Octavia E. Fledgling. New York: Seven Stories Press, 2005. First edition; first printing.
9" x 5.75". 316pp. Red paper covered hardback boards, in dust wrapper. One corner lightly
bumped, very light soiling on the front board, neat ownership signature, else near fine condition.
Near fine jacket with a touch of edge wear. This copy signed and briefly inscribed by the author
on the title page. Scarce thus: the book was issued in October, 2005, and Butler died in an
accident in February, 2006. Butler was one of very few African - American women in the field of
science fiction. She won Hugo and Nebula awards and in 1995 she became the first science fiction
writer to receive a MacArthur Foundation "Genius" Grant.
$125.00

2. Carver, Raymond. What We Talk About When We Talk About Love. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1981. 8.25" x 5.75". 159pp. Blue paper covered boards with a dark blue cloth spine, in dust
wrapper. Fine condition; fine jacket. Carver's first commercial success. The story "Why Don't
You Dance?" was the basis for the 2010 Will Ferrell film Everything Must Go.
$75.00

3. [Children’s books] Fryer, Jane Eayre. The Mary Frances Garden Book or Adventures Among the
Garden People. Philadelphia : The John C. Winston Company, 1916. First edition. 9" x 6.5".
378pp. Green cloth with a color illustrated label mounted on the front board. Bookplate, else near
fine condition. With charming illustrations by William F. Zwirner.
$45.00

4. [Color plate books] Say, Thomas. American Entomology, Or Descriptions of
the Insects of North America. Illustrated by Coloured Figures From Original Drawings
Executed From Nature. Philadelphia: Samuel Augustus Mitchell, 1824 - 1825.
First edition. 9" x 5.5". 3 volumes bound in one. In modern 3/4 brown
morocco, marbled boards. The beautiful binding is in fine condition;
internally in very nice condition. The hand color on the plates is particularly
bright and fresh. With 54 hand - colored engraved plates by C. Tiebout, G.
Lang and Longacre, after T. R. Peale, W.W. Wood, C.A. Le Seur and H.
Bridgport. The 'most beautiful publication of the kind ever issued from an
American press' (Weiss & Zeigler.) This pioneering work of American
natural history is by one of the leading figures in the field in the first half of
the nineteenth century.
Say, born in Philadelphia in 1787, was introduced to the study of natural
history by his mother's uncle, the naturalist William Bartram. In 1818, Say
visited Georgia and Florida with George Ord, William Maclure and Titian
Peale, and later participated in Stephen Long's expedition to the Rocky
Mountains. In 1823, he again accompanied Long, this time to the sources
of the Minnesota River. He held a nominal curatorship at the American
Philosophical Society, and was a professor of natural history in the
University of Pennsylvania. After 1825 he was a resident in the village of
New Harmony, Robert Owen's utopian colony. In 1828 he completed the
third volume of American Entomology and between 1830 and 1834 published
the six numbers of his American Conchology. Say's work was almost wholly
taxonomic and his writings were almost entirely descriptive. The excellence of his work was
acknowledged by European zoologists. This work earned Say the title of 'father of American
entomology.' This copy bears the ownership label and signature of a Dr. Joseph Sheppard and 26
lines of notes by Sheppard tipped on to the rear flyleaf. See American Imprints 17901; Bennett
p.95; BM (NH) IV, p.1817; Hagen p.111; Horn & Schenkling 19001; Meisel III, p.392; Nissen ZBI
3612; Weiss & Zeigler Thomas Say p.190.
$2,500.00

5. Curtis, Asahel. Orotone of Mount Rainier. Seattle: Asahel Curtis, 1911. Appr. 10.5" x 8.5".
In what appears to be the original frame. This goldtone appears to be in fine condition, but we
have not examined it outside the frame. A beautiful image, with water in the foreground, thick
woodland in the middle and the mountain in the background. Curtis was an accomplished
photographer who lived and worked in Seattle for decades. He was also the brother of legendary
photographer Edward Sheriff Curtis. (The vertical streaks on the photograph are reflections, and
are NOT on the orotone.)
$1,500.00

6. [Curtis, Edward Sheriff] Egan, Timothy. Short Nights of the Shadow Catcher. The Epic Life and
Immortal Photographs of Edward Curtis. Boston & New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012. First
edition. 9" x 6". 370pp. Brown cloth, in dust wrapper. Fine condition. Fine jacket, except for a
University of Washington Book Store sticker on the front panel. This copy signed by the author
on the title page. A good study of the legendary photographer. Curtis's twenty volume North
American Indian is one of the great landmark works in photography.
$75.00

7. [Erté]. Harper's Bazaar. July, 1936. New York: Hearst Magazines Inc., 1936. 13" x 9.75".
108pp. Color illustrated wrappers. Very mild soiling, else bright, near fine condition. With articles
on New York and Paris fashions, Katharine Hepburn, Santa Barbara, shopping, knitting and much
more. The cover illustration by Erte' depicts a bright orange fish swimming beneath a human
swimmer. Erte' was a 20th-century artist and designer in an array of fields, including fashion,
jewellery, graphic arts, costume and set design for film, theatre, and opera, and interior decor. He
is perhaps best known for his art deco designs.
$75.00

8. [Food] Rosen, Ruth Chier. The Big Spread. The Encyclopedia of Hors D'Oeurves and Canapes. New
York: Richards Rosen Associates, Inc., 1953. Revised edition. 3.5" x 4". 146pp. White spiral
binding with heavy blue illustrated paper covers. In the original publisher's box. Fine condition.
VG+ box, which has a faint ink note on the illustrated lid. An excellent collection of recipes. With
many illustrations. Rosen's series of charming and handy illustrated recipe books are among the
great underappreciated contributions to modern American culinary literature.
$30.00

RARE COON CHICKEN INN SOUVENIR MENU
9. [ Menu - Seattle, etc.] Coon Chicken Inn. Souvenir die-cut menu. 4" x 3.25". Circa
1940. Lightest evidence of use; near fine condition.
The Cook Chicken Inn restaurants began in Salt Lake City in 1925...a second one opened in Seattle
in 1929 and in 1931 a third outlet was opened in Portland, Oregon. Some old advertising for the
chain indicated that the franchise was "coast to coast" but that seems to have been wishful thinking
on the part of owners Maxon Graham and Adele Bert, who started their little empire with only
fifty dollars.
All three restaurants served the same menu, focusing on what was apparently excellent fried
chicken. But the most memorable feature of the cafes was not the good food, but the bizarre
caricature logo of a grinning black face. This image was reproduced not only on
menus, dishes, matchbooks, etc., but most amazingly in huge dimensions serving as the entrance to
the restaurants themselves. Yes, when you entered the Coon Chicken Inn you did so through the
mouth of the logo.
We have not pinned down the exact year the restaurants closed but by around 1955 they were all
gone.

Surprisingly, original Coon Chicken Inn memorabilia is rather hard to come by. In recent years, a
despicable cottage industry of fake paper stuff has come into being, and you will see all manner of
this rubbish offered for sale on line and sometimes even in antique shops. Sad to say, even a book
about Seattle restaurant history reproduced one of those fake menus for an illustration.
This is a rare chance to get the real thing, albeit the miniature souvenir format.

$75.00

CHINESE RESTAURANT - CABARET IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
10. [Food - Menu - Washington, D.C.] The Lotus. Restaurant of Distinction. 14th & New York
Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. Circa 1940. Medium card stock. 8.25" x 11". Old vertical
crease, minor soiling, else vg+.
The Lotus billed itself as the first cabaret restaurant in the nation's capitol city. It seems to have
opened some time prior to 1940 and the space underwent significant remodeling in 1940, emerging
as a very up-to-date "Moderne" style night spot. Photos indicate a large dance floor and stage and
a bandstand for an orchestra.
We date this menu from right around that time...Lotus menus from 1945 have prices about 10%
higher than these listed here, and the cover design on the later ones is also quite plain, unlike
the "Mysterious East" flavor of this example, complete with the Chinese maiden emerging from
the lotus blossom.
In the first half of the 20th century, most American Chinese restaurants also featured a full
selection of "American"dishes as well as Chinese food, and the Lotus was no exception. The
American selections are actually more interesting and varied than are the Chinese ones, e.g. no less
than 11 chicken variations, as well as various better cuts of beef, fish and shellfish, etc. One would
have been tempted to order courses from both sides of the menu, and I'm sure many people did

so. How about a large supper starting with some Cream of Tomato Soup, followed by a Little
Neck Clam Cocktail...then go Chinese for an entree of Sub Gum Lobster Chop Suey with a side of
asparagus. Add to that a slice of homemade pie for dessert, some tea to drink, and your tab would
have been around $3.50 plus tax and tip...not cheap for 1940 but no doubt worth every penny.
Note that the faint old crease in no way detracts from the appeal of this classic "exotic" Chinese
restaurant menu from around 80 years ago.
$65.00

11. Gray, Alasdair. Lot of six titles by the noted fantasy author:
1. Lanark. A Life in 4 Books.
2. 1982. Janine.
3. The Fall of Kelvin Walker.
4. Something Leather.
5. Poor Things.
6. A History Maker.
Various publishers, 1981 - 1994. First American editions. Six of the Gray's first seven books. All
in fine condition, in fine jackets. Gray’s first novel, Lanark, was described by The Guardian as "one
of the landmarks of 20th-century fiction.
$250.00

12. Houdini & Walter Gibson. Houdini's Escapes. Prepared From Houdini's Private Notebooks and
Memoranda With the Assistance of Beatrice Houdini, and Bernard M.L. Ernest, President of the Parent
Assembly of the Society of American Magicians. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1930. First
edition. 8" x 5.25". 317pp. Beige cloth stamped in blue and black, in dust wrapper. Light soiling
along the top edge, one leaf chipped along the fore edge, else nice VG+ condition. The very
uncommon jacket has some edge wear, a one inch tear, and other general use. This copy signed
and inscribed on the first leaf: "With all good wishes of the author / Walter Gibson." Gibson was
an American author and professional magician, best known for his work on the pulp fiction
character The Shadow. Under the pen-name Maxwell Grant he wrote more than 300 novel-length
Shadow stories. He also wrote more than a hundred books on magic, psychic phenomena, true
crime, mysteries, rope knots, yoga, hypnotism, and games, and served as a ghost writer for books
on magic and spiritualism by Harry Houdini and other noted magicians.
$125.00

13. [Illustrated Books] Sidgwick, Frank, editor. Legendary Ballads. New York: F. A. Stokes
Compy., 1908. First American edition. 9.25" x 6.5". 180pp., plus index. Red cloth with gilt
lettering and cover illustrations. Fine, bright condition; a beautiful copy. With ten full page color
illustrations and an illustrated title page by Byam Shaw.
$85.00

14. [India] Dutt, Romesh Chunder. Edited by A.V. Williams Jackson. History of India. London:
The Grolier Society, (1906). Nine 9.25" x 6.25" volumes. Bound in 3/4 morocco with gilt spine
lettering and decorations, marbled boards, top edges gilt. Light edge wear and rubbing; generally
VG+ condition. The Baroda edition. With color frontispieces, and numerous other illustrations
from drawings and engravings. The author was an Indian civil servant, economic historian, and
writer.
$300.00

15. James, Henry. Gabrielle de Bergerac. New York: Boni & Liveright, 1918. First American book
edition. 7.25" x 4.5". 153pp. Green paper covered boards with a beige cloth spine. Near fine
condition; the jacket is fairly used and worn and is price clipped. Very uncommon in jacket. This
short novel was first serialized in Atlantic Monthly. (Note that the odd waviness in the image is a
function of the photograph, and is not on the jacket.)
$45.00

16.
[Japan] Lloyd, Rev. Arthur, M.A. Shinran and His Work – Studies in Shinsu
Theology. Tokyo: Kyobunkwan, 1910. First edition. Small 8vo. Blue cloth, gilt stamped cover.
181pp plus a 15pp. index. VG condition.
Lloyd (1852 - 1911) spent most of his adult life in Japan as a missionary, but also pursued scholarly
interests. This book explores connections between Christianity and Buddhism. Very uncommon in
this first edition.
$50.00

17. Jolas, Eugene & Robert Sage, compilers & editors. Transition Stories. Twenty - three Stories from
"Transition". New York: Walter V. McKee, 1929. 7.5" x 5". 354pp. Orange and black illustrated
paper covered boards with a black cloth spine, in dust wrapper. Boards lightly soiled, corners a bit
rubbed, else nice VG+ condition. The jacket is heavily used and worn, with a large chip at the
bottom of the spine and the front panel detached but present. The jacket was designed by Politzer.
The illustrated boards were designed by Albert Schiller. With contributions by James Joyce,
Gertrude Stein, Franz Kafka, Robert M. Coates, Kurt Schwitters, Kay Boyle, and others. This
copy signed by William Closson Emory at his contribution, dated 1929 in his hand. Emory was a
Detroit poet and playwright with proletarian leanings. He contributed to New Masses, the
Saturday Review, and other periodicals. The spectacular illustrated paper covered boards were
done by Albert Schiller. Schiller was a graphic designer and typographer who was noted for
creating illustrations using pre-cast metal type elements. There are no pen touches in his
marvelously detailed designs…even faces are type - little angular bits and pieces of line rules
skillfully inserted.
$75.00

18. [Lincoln] Scripps, John Locke. The First Published Life of Abraham Lincoln. Detroit, Michigan:
The Cranbrook Press, 1900. First edition thus. 11" x 8.75". 86pp. Brown paper covered boards
with vellum spine and corners. Bookplate, light soiling to the boards, else near fine condition.
Limited edition, one of only 245 numbered copies. A beautifully printed book, with a frontis
portrait of the author and engraved initials and decorations.
$250.00

19. [Mid – century design] Brown, Roger K. Gouache on board, depicting a mid-century
country club building. [No date, circa 1956]. 22.25" x 29.75". Near fine condition. Little is
known of Brown, a California and Seattle based architect.
$225.00

20. [Mountaineering] Messner, Reinhold. Translated by Audrey Salkeld. The Big Walls. History,
Routes, Experiences. London and New York: Kaye & Ward & Oxford University Press, (1978). First
American edition. 10.25" x 8.5". 143pp. Blue cloth hardback, in dust wrapper. Fine condition;
near fine jacket. With dozens of color and black & white photo illustrations. Riveting accounts of
the ascent of seven of the world's most challenging mountain faces, and text covering Messner's
climbing philosophy and techniques. This copy signed by Messner on the half title page.
$125.00

21. [Movies] Capra, Frank. The Name Above the Title. An Autobiography. New York: The
Macmillan Company, (1971). Second printing. 9.25" x 6.5". 513pp. Red cloth, in dust wrapper.
Bookplate, else near fine condition. Very nice VG+ condition, with a small bit of edge wear.
Nicely inscribed by the author on the half - title page "For Mike Kittross with fond memories of
Temple U. Frank Capra." The recipient was a broadcaster and broadcasting scholar and an early
pioneer in American television.
$100.00

22. [Native American Languages] Compiled by the Missionaries of the Society of Jesus. A
Dictionary of the Kalispel or Flat - head Indian Language. Part II. English - Kalispel. Montana: St. Ignatius
Print, 1879. 9" x 6". 456 pp. Pink sewn wrappers. Some edge wear but otherwise a VG+
condition example of a fragile book. A rare dictionary and linguistic survey of the Kalispel
language.
$125.00

23. [Native American Languages] Sapir, Edward. Takelma Texts. Philadelphia: Published by the
University [of Pennsylvania], 1909. First edition thus. 10.75" x 7.75". 263pp. Blue printed
wrappers. Wrappers chipped at the spine tips, else VG+ condition. This volume includes the
Takelma and English language versions of folk tales and myths of Native Americans in the Siletz
reservation in Oregon. Sapir's studies on the ethnology and linguistics of various Native American
groups of the United States contributed greatly to the development of descriptive linguistics.
$40.00

24. [Native American Languages] Tweddell, Colin Ellidge. The Snoqualmie - Duwamish Dialects of
Puget Sound Coast Salish. An Outline of Phonetics and Morphology. Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1950. First edition. 10" x 7". 77pp. Original printed stapled wrappers. Near fine
condition. An important contribution to the study of Pacific Northwest coast languages. With a
special appendix on songs of these various tribes.
$75.00

25. [Pacific Northwest] Harney, W.D., Frank H. Nowell, Asahel Curtis, etc. Art Work of Seattle &
Alaska. Racine, Wisconsin: The W. D. Harney Photogravure Co., 1907. First edition. Nine 14.25"
x 10.25" volumes. Each bound in heavy maroon wrappers with gilt lettering. This interesting set
includes dozens of photogravure illustrations of Pacific Northwest scenes by F. H. Nowell, W. D.
Harney, Asahel Curtis and others. Views include scenes showing Native Americans, scenic
wilderness, the regrade in Seattle, the Seattle waterfront, mining sites, Capt. Amundsen and the
crew of the Gjoa, and much more. See Smith 305 (calling for 8 parts only); Soliday I, 1032;
Wickersham 412.
$300.00

26. [Pacific Northwest] Thorn, F.M. Methods and Results, Voyages of Discovery and Exploration on the
Northwest Coast of America From 1539 to 1603. Appendix No. 7 - Report For 1886. Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1887. 14.5" x 12". 253pp. Printed wrappers. With a little edge
wear, else nice VG+ condition. This volume compares the travels of Ferrelo, Cabrillo, Vizcaino,
and Ulloa for the same areas. The accounts’ details are arranged in parallel columns for easy
comparison. Most of these voyages cover California, including the Baja California coast. With a
folding map at the end.
$125.00

27. [Pacific Northwest] Wagner, Henry R. Spanish Explorations in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Santa
Ana, California: Fine Arts Press, 1933. First edition. 10.5" x 7.5". 323pp. Black cloth spine with
gilt spine lettering, black buckram boards. Near fine condition. One of 425 copies printed. This
copy signed and inscribed by the author on the second leaf to Charles Brown Voorhis. Voorhis
and his wife, Ella Ward Smith, organized the Voorhis School for Boys on a 150-acre site in San
Dimas, California in 1928 and endowed it with $1 million. In 1938, Mr. Voorhis made a gift of the
school to the state of California for the California Polytechnic School in San Luis Obispo. With
Voorhis's bookplate. With sections on the expeditions to the Pacific Northwest by Quimper
(1790), Eliza (1791), and Galiano & Valdes (1792), all of which predated Vancouver, as well as
sections on Bodega, Carrasco, and Mourelle. With thirteen maps, many are folded fold-outs. See
Howes, W-10; Cox, II, p. 526; Hill, p. 315: "This fully illustrated monograph contains the
translation of the original narratives of all who examined the Strait of Juan de Fuca between 1769
and 1793."; Ricks, p. 248: "the first systematic investigation of the journals and other records of
Spanish exploration there."
$550.00

28. [Pacific Northwest] Wright, E. W. Editor. Lewis & Dryden's Marine History of the Pacific
Northwest. An Illustrated Review of the Growth and Development of the Maritime Industry From the Advent of
the Earliest Navigators [With] The H.W. McCurdy Marine History of the Pacific Northwest. [With] The H.
W. McCurdy Marine History of the Pacific Northwest, 1966 to 1976. Seattle, Washington: Superior
Publishing Company, 1967 - 1977. First edition. Three folio volumes. 494, 707, 255pp. Brown
buckram, gilt lettering. Near fine condition, in the original slipcases. This set is indispensible for
any scholar of Pacific Northwest history, or of the maritime history of the region. It is packed with
detailed information and hundreds of illustrations after old photographs.
$225.00

29. [Philosophy] Ayer, A. J. [Sir Alfred Jules]. Probability and Evidence. New York: Macmillan,
1972. First edition. 8.5" x 5.25". 144pp. Blue cloth with gilt spine lettering, in dust wrapper. Fine
condition; fine jacket. A flawless copy. Signed and briefly inscribed by Ayer on the first leaf.
Ayer was a pre-eminent British philosopher, best known for his promotion of logical positivism.
Books signed by Ayer are quite uncommon.
$150.00

30. [Philosophy] Quine, Willard Van Orman. From a Logical Point of View. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1953. First edition. 8.25" x 5.5". 184pp. Black cloth with gilt spine lettering, in
dust wrapper. Fine condition; the jacket is price clipped but otherwise quite nice. Quine was an
American philosopher and logician in the analytic tradition, recognized as "one of the most
influential philosophers of the twentieth century." A 2009 poll conducted among analytic
philosophers named Quine as the fifth most important philosopher of the past two centuries.
$65.00

